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BOOK REVIEWS
HANDBOOK OF MINERALOGY: VOLUME I, ELEMENTS,
SULFIDES, SULFOSALTS. By J.W. Anthony, R.A. Bideaux,
K.W. Bladh, and M.C. Nichols. Mineral Data publishing,
Tucson,Arizona, 1990.viii + 588 pages.$82.50.
This volume representsthe fust in a series'.conceivedin order
to gather in convenient form the data crucial to identification of
all mineral species and to provide relatively up-to-date references containing information central to the definition of each
species."In large measure,the authors have succeededin their
quest and have provided data on 588 distinct mineral species.
Although subtitled "Elements, Sulfides,Sulfosalts," the volume
also includes alloys, antimonates, arsenites,bismuthinites, intermetallics, selenides,sullhalides, sulfoxides, and tellurides. Each
mineral, listed alphabetically frorn acanthire (Ag,S) to zvyagintsevite [(Pd,Pt,Au)r(Pb,Sn)],is accorded one page, on which is
given crystal data, physical properties, optical properties, cell
data, X-ray powder pattern, chemistry, occurrence,association,
distribution, name, type material location, and references. The
information varies in quantity and quality but provides a snapshot of what the mineral looks like, its composition, and its
mode of occurrence. With the exception of the chemical analyses
(usually two to three plus the ideal formula), the data are probably insufrcient for absolute identification but are certainly helpful in confirming a suspectedspeciesand providing comparative
information.
The authors are to be congatulated for their completeness; it
is no small task to have gathered the data for minerals such as
cuprorhodsite (CuRh,So),geffroyite (fu,Cu,Fe)r(Se,S)E,
imiterite
(AgrHgS), and morozeviczite [(pb,Fe)3ce,_,So]as well as more
well-known phasessuch as daomanite (CuptAsSr) and uchucchacuaite(AgPbrMnSbrS,r).It is fun, as well as educational,just
to marvel at the variety of minerals and to consider the origins
of the names.
For those working on rare minerals, the book is especially
valuable in giving references (usually for the original descriptions) and comparative chemical data. Unfortunately, the references for some of the more important minerals are not very
up to date; thus the newest citation for pyrrhotite is 1963, that
for pyrite is 1969, for sphalerite, 1944, and for gold, 1953. Consequently, there is no clarity in distinguishing between the hexagonal and monoclinic varieties of pyrrhotite or among the constraints on the broad range of Fe contents found in sphalerite.
Also absent are some of the textural data (e.g., the flame structure of pentlandite, the internal reflections of sphalerite, the development of violarite on pentlandite, and the triangular pits in
galena) that are so characteristic and valuable in identification.
More serious omissions are the absenceof varietal names (e.g.,
the widely usedterm electrum),the absenceof older names(perhaps now supersededbut still found in the older literature), and
absenceof any chemical listing or index. This last omission is
especiallyseriousbecause,even with some good chemical data,
the reader has no easy way to determine what known minerals
might be similar. Hence, the reader must know the name of a
mineral to locate it in this book.
Despite some shortcomings, this volume will become an irnportant reference and will serve valuably as a starting point for
those who encounter rare and unusual minerals.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY.
By Bruce W. D. Yardley. I-ongman Group/John Wiley & Sons,
New York, 1989.xii + 248 pages.
The author is to be commended for writing a concise, wellorganized,and easy-to-readtext that servesas a good introduction to principles and conceptsin metamorphic petrology.I have
used the book as one oftwo texts for our combined igneousand
metamorphic petrology courseat the junior and senior level and
found it quite satisfactory.The information presentedis divided
into seven chapters of varied lengths and an appendix. These
chapters provide a broad overview of metamorphic petrology,
with some emphasison the mineral assemblages
produced from
severalprotoliths through a rangeoftemperatures and pressures;
in virtually all casesthe discussion focuseson equilibrium assemblages.
Chapters are arranged in a logical sequence,introducing the
concepts of metamorphism and chemical equilibria before the
vanous pressure-, temperature-, and composition-controlled
metamorphic mineral assemblages.The exception in this case
might be Chapter 6, which dealswith metamorphic texturesand
processes.Although most of the information presentedhere (e.g.,
crystal defects,dislocation, diffusion, nucleation,etc.) irdeed belongs in a chapter that has been precededby orrescovering introductory concepts,some elementsin the sectionon texturesof
recrystallization should have appeared in Chapter 1. Texture
being an important criterion for the classification of metamorphic rocks, an extended discussionofits many meaningsis essential early in the book.
An important strength of the text is the discussionin the last
chapterthat relatespreservedmetamorphic mineral assemblages
to tectonic processes.Not only are the characteristicsof metamorphic belts described,but how they might be linked to specific
processesat different plate boundaries is also discussed.Much
of this discussion,particularly as it relatesto regional metamorphism, concentrateson processesat convergent plate boundaries. Geophysicalobservationsofpresently active boundariesare
imponant in this regard, but they need the "extra dimension of
variation in metamorphic conditions with time" (p. 187) for a
more comprehensive assessrnent.Yardley cites a few modern
pressure-temperature-time(P-Z-l) studies that have revealed a
great deal about the thermal and kinematic evolution of Earth's
crust. Further, in light ofnew and better-constrainedP-T-t data
from various belts, the concept of paired metamorphism is reexamined. It is found to be viable, albeit not in as many belts
as previously believed. Other important studies are cited that
show that rock slicesthat were tectonically juxtaposed and last
equilibrated at the same metamorphic conditions reached the
end point by entirely different P-7 paths.
There are a few minor errors scatteredthroughout the book,
but they do not detract from the scientific information being
conveyed.Also, to make the figuresmore effective,some of the
captions could have been more explanatory (e.g., Figs. 7.6 and
7.9) and maps better labeled (e.g.,Fig. 3.6). These minor problems aside, the book is a very good introductory text, and I
recommend it highly for undergraduate and beginning graduate
petrology courses.
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Individual book Volume 1, Hardback. You may also likeâ€¦ Handbook of Mineralogy: Volume 3 â€“ Halides, Hydroxides, Oxides.
$100.00. 18 Ã— 4 Ã— 26 cm. Add to cart. Related products. The Mapping of America. $35.00. Even modern advanced handbooks,
which are cer tainly necessary, include basic data on minerals and are essentially descriptive. When basic information on the chemistry,
structure, optical and physical properties, distinguished features and para genesis of 200-400 minerals is presented, then there is
practically no further space available to include new ideas and concepts based on recent mineral studies. A possible solution to this
dilemma would be to present a book beginning where introductory textbooks end for those already famil iar with the elementary
concepts. Such a volume would be tailor Elements of Mineralogy, Volume 2. Richard Kirwan. J. Nichols, 1796 - Mineralogy - 529 pages.
0 Reviews. Preview this book Â».Â Popular passages. Page 491 - of Mineral Coal being not fo readily inflammable as to carry on the
combuftion in this manner. Hence I contented myfelf with the common manner, only ufing fuch precautions as to render its refults
tolerably uniform, and repeating each experiment feveral times. I examined the purity of the Nitre I employed, by Nitratedâ€Ž. Appears in
4 books from 1796-1800. Page 484 - all the advantages it is capable of yielding, and to be enabled to compare the various kinds
afforded by different countries, in order to obtain and employ that which fhall on the comparifon appear to hi American Mineralogist:
Mineralogical Society of America, Washington, DC. AntBidBlaNic1. Anthony, John W., Bideaux, Richard A., Bladh, Kenneth W., and
Nichols, Monte C.: Handbook of MINERALOGY (Volume I - Elements, Sulfides, Sulfosalts): Mineral Data Publishing, Tucson, Arizona,
588 p. AntBidBlaNic2. Anthony, John W., Bideaux, Richard A., Bladh, Kenneth W., and Nichols, Monte C.: Handbook of MINERALOGY
(Volume II - Elements, Silica, Silicates): Mineral Data Publishing, Tucson, Arizona, 446 p. AntBidBlaNic3. Anthony, John W., Bideaux,
Richard A., Bladh, Kenneth W., and Nichols, Monte C.: Handboo... (1990) Handbook of Mineralogy: Volume 1 Elements, Sulfides,
Sulfosalts. Mineralogical Society of America, Chantilly, VA 20151-1110, USA. http://www.handbookofmineralogy.org/. has been cited by
the following article: TITLE: Geogenic versus Anthropogenic Metals and Metalloids. AUTHORS: Jeffrey Hess, Mark Sorensen.
KEYWORDS: Geogenic, Anthropogenic, Metals, Metalloids, Geochemical.Â These elements occur naturally and geologic materials can
be enriched in these elements by natural processes. Conventional environmental investigative methods do not readily support
evaluating whether metals and metalloids are geogenic (naturally occurring) or anthropogenic (from human action), or allow
differentiating multiple anthropogenic sources.

